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A. INTRODUCTION – THE TEAM

The Technical Review Committee (TRC) is supported by the following 
department personnel: 

 Agriculture (Ag); Livestock Environment, Nutrient Management and
Business Development Specialists, Agricultural Engineer, and
Veterinarians

 Municipal Relations (MR); Community Planners

 Infrastructure (MI); Development Review Technologists, Engineering
and Operations Division; Development Review Officers, Water
Management and Structures Division

 Sustainable Development (SD); Land-Water Specialist, Licensing and
Livestock Officer, Environment Officer, Habitat Mitigation and Wildlife
Land Specialist, Regional Wildlife Manager, Groundwater Specialist,
Water Rights Licensing Technologist

and

 Any other specialist or department that may have an interest, which
may be consulted during the process.

The Technical Review Coordinator, (Senior Planner, MR) chairs the 
committee. 

THE REPORT (TRC Process Box 17) 

Prime Purpose of TRC Reports 

To provide objective, highly credible, technically-based assessments that: 

a) Enable municipal councils to make informed Conditional Use Permit

decisions;

b) Create a common stakeholder understanding of a livestock proposal,

potential impacts and related regulatory requirements and safeguards;

c) Provide a vehicle/forum that enables the sharing of public concerns and

proponent responses;

d) Offer recommendations to both municipal councils and proponents; and

e) Represents the fulfillment of the TRC’s role as per 116(1)(b)(i) of The

Planning Act – to determine, based on available information, that the

proposed operation will not create a risk to health, safety or the
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environment, or that any risk can be minimized through the use of 

appropriate practices, measures and safeguards 

Should the Municipal Council provide conditional approval of the proposal, 
the project proponent may be required to obtain various permits and 
licenses from the Province to address in greater detail environmental 
aspects of the proposal. 

THE PROCESS 

TRC Process Chart with actual pertinent dates and brief overview: 
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B. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED LIVESTOCK OPERATION

To view a detailed description, go to: 

http://www.gov.mb.ca/mr/livestock/index.html 

Applicant:    Pennwood Dairy Inc. 

Site Location:   Pt. SE ¼ 18-7-7EPM, located approximately 2 miles (3.2 km) SW of 
the community of Giroux or approximately 3 miles (4.8 km) east of the community 
of Clear Springs. Refer to map below. 

Proposal: To expand the current Pennwood Dairy Inc. operation from 800 
animals (1600 Animal Units) to 1705 animals (3410 Animal Units).

This will involve the following: 

• Constructing new interconnected dairy barn to accommodate proposed expansion

• Retaining all existing buildings/ barns 

• Manure storing is by earthen manure storage facility and field storage:

• To achieve required capacity for earthen manure storage, two options are being 
considered: deepening existing lagoon by increasing berm height or by adding a 
second cell

• Consuming 57,773 imperial gallons of water per day (from an existing well)

• Composting mortalities

• Using the truck haul routes as shown in Maps below 

http://www.gov.mb.ca/mr/livestock/index.html
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C. SITE ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW

Assessment Overview Table 

Provincial Technical Overview of TRC 12-049 – Pennwood Dairy Inc. 

Items Provided by 
Project Proponent 

Confirmed Related Existing Provincial Safeguards Dept 

1. Submitted
complete Site
Assessment

X 
The proposal is consistent with the Provincial 
requirements for a livestock operation. MR 

2. Clearly defined
the project as an
Animal Confinement
Facility

X 

Any barn in excess of 6,458 sq. ft. each will require a 
building permit from the Office of the Fire 
Commissioner. 

MR 

3. Proposed Project

Site Physical

Suitability
X 

Semi-detailed soil survey indicates that Pennwood Dairy 
Inc is located on land that has been mapped as 
Agriculture Capability Classes 2 to 5 which is suitable 
for development.  

Ag 

4. Proposed Project

Site Flood Risk

Potential
X 

Water Management, Planning and Standards is not 
aware of any major, overland flood hazard at this 
location. 

MI 

5. Identified 57,773

imperial gallons/day

required for

proposed operation

X 

Pennwood Dairy Inc. was licensed for their proposed 
expansion in April, 2017. This project is in compliance 
with the Water Use Licensing Section. SD 

6. Proposed
measures to meet
storage and
application
regulations for
manure

X 

Any applicable permit or annual submissions 
under the Livestock Manure and Mortalities 
Management Regulation would be processed by 
Environmental Approvals Branch of Sustainable 
Development. Pennwood Dairy Inc. has identified 
spreadfields located within “certain areas”, as 
defined by the Livestock Manure and 
Mortalities Management Regulation (LMMMR).   

SD 

7. Proposed Project
Site with suitable
mortalities disposal
methods
(composting)

X 

The LMMMR establishes requirements for the use, 
management and storage of livestock mortalities in all 
livestock operations in Manitoba.  Pennwood Dairy Inc. 
has indicated that mortalities will be composted. The 
Dairy does not currently have a plan for mass 
mortalities; however, has indicated they will be 
addressing the issue as part of their expansion. More 
specific information is included in the Livestock Manure 

SD 
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Provincial Technical Overview of TRC 12-049 – Pennwood Dairy Inc. 

Items Provided by 
Project Proponent 

Confirmed Related Existing Provincial Safeguards Dept 

and Mortalities Management Regulation and at 
http://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/envprograms/livestock. 

8. Proposed Project
Site with acceptable
odour control
measures

X 

The proponent has indicated that, in order to reduce 
odour and nitrogen losses from the earthen manure 
storage, a straw cover is applied.  Should odour become 
a problem for neighbouring residents, there is a 
complaints process under The Farm Practices 
Protection Act.  A person who is disturbed by any odour, 
noise, dust, smoke or other disturbance resulting from 
an agricultural operation may make a complaint, in 
writing, to the Manitoba Farm Industry Board.  The Act is 
intended to provide for a quicker, less expensive and 
more effective way than lawsuits to resolve nuisance 
complaints about farm practices.  It may create an 
understanding of the nature and circumstances of an 
agricultural operation, as well as bring about changes to 
the mutual benefit of all concerned, without the 
confrontation and the expense of the courts. 

_____________________________________________ 

The Planning Act allows Municipal Councils to require a 
manure storage cover and the planting of a shelter belt 
as a condition of approval. 

Ag 

MR 

9. Proposed  Project

Site that meets

development plan

and zoning by-law

requirements

X 

The Planning Act requires municipalities to issue 
development permits for any development on a site.  All 
development must comply with the Zoning By-law and 
Development Plan.  Any proposed development that 
does not meet the separation distances or setbacks 
requires Council approval and a public process to vary 
those requirements. 

The proposed livestock operation expansion is on land 
designated as Rural Agriculture Area pursuant to the 
RM of Ste. Anne Development Plan By-Law No. 13-
2007 and complies with Development Plan.  

The proposed livestock operation expansion is on land 
zoned A, Agriculture.  Livestock operations greater than 
or equal to 200 AU require a conditional use permit is 
required for expansion of the operation. 

Given the proposed size of the operation and proximity 
to rural residential dwellings and a Rural Residential 
Designated Area (SW ¼ 5-7-7 EPM), variation orders 
will be required. (Refer to Appendix A for a more 
detailed assessment) 

MR 

http://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/envprograms/livestock
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Provincial Technical Overview of TRC 12-049 – Pennwood Dairy Inc. 

Items Provided by 
Project Proponent 

Confirmed Related Existing Provincial Safeguards Dept 

10. Proposed

Project Site that is a

sufficient distance

from native prairie,

Wildlife

Managements Areas

and Crown Land.

X 

The distance of the project exceeds 1 mile from any 
parcel of Crown land which would include a Provincial 
Park, Wildlife Management Area, Ecological Reserve, 
Provincial Forest, and Wildlife Refuge/ Sanctuary. The 
Lands Branch has no objection to the proposal.   SD 

11. Proposed

Spreadfields that are

sufficient, and

suitable for manure

spreading

X 

Pennwood Dairy Inc. is required to demonstrate that 
they have access to 2591 acres of suitable land for 
manure application.  Pennwood Dairy has satisfied the 
Provincial land requirement by providing 2625 suitable 
acres.  A detailed explanation of the land assessment 
can be found in Appendix B.   

All of the manure will be applied as a fertilizer for crop 
production.  Manitoba Agriculture recommends using 
the services of a manure management planner.  Manure 
management planners must be Professional Agrologists 
or Certified Crop advisors and must have successfully 
completed training in manure management planning 
delivered by the Assiniboine Community College.   

The proponent has indicated that a commercial manure 
applicator will be used to apply the liquid manure. 
Commercial manure applicators must be trained and 
licensed in Manitoba.  The training is delivered by the 
Assiniboine Community College and licensing is through 
Manitoba Agriculture.   

Ag 

12. Proposed

Spreadfields with

sufficient minimum

setbacks on

Spreadfields from

natural features

(water sources etc.)

X 

As required under the LMMMR, all livestock operations 
spreading manure are subject to appropriate setbacks 
as set out by the province. The proponent has 
acknowledged the setback areas for all water features 
have been observed and excluded from land base 
calculations. All setbacks should be clearly 
communicated to and observed by those involved in 
manure application to minimize the risk of nutrients 
entering surface waters. (Refer to Appendix C) 

SD 

13. Proposed
Spreadfields that
have been secured
by spread
agreements

X 

The proposal indicates that almost all of the land 
available for manure application is owned by Pennwood 
Dairy Inc.  A land agreement was provided for the new 
field located on the N½ of SE23-7-6E.     

Ag 
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Provincial Technical Overview of TRC 12-049 – Pennwood Dairy Inc. 

Items Provided by 
Project Proponent 

Confirmed Related Existing Provincial Safeguards Dept 

14. Proposed

Spread fields that

meet development

plan and zoning by-

law requirements

X 

All the proposed spread fields in the RM of Ste. Anne 
are located on lands designated Rural Agricultural Area 
with the exception of NW33-7-7E and part of NE 32-7-
7E, which are designated Rural Mixed Area. 
Nonetheless, the land currently within the Rural Mixed 
Area are cultivated agricultural lands.  Therefore, the 
proposed spread fields meet the intent of the RM of Ste. 
Anne Development Plan By-Law No. 13-2007. 

The spread fields in the RM of Ste. Anne are zoned A, 
Agriculture, with the exception of NW 33-7-7E and part 
of NE 32-7-7E, which are zoned RM, Rural Mixed.  As 
with the designations, the land zoned RM, Rural Mixed 
is cultivated, and therefore the proposed spread fields 
comply with the RM of Ste. Anne Zoning By-Law No. 10-
2010. 

All the proposed spread fields in the RM of Hanover are 
located on lands designated Rural Area.  They meet the 
intent of the RM of Hanover Development Plan By-Law 
No. 2170.  The spread fields are zoned “R” Rural, and 
complies with the RM of Hanover Zoning By-Law No. 
2171. 

All the proposed spread fields in the RM of La Broquerie 
are located on lands designated Agriculture Area 2. 
They meet the intent of the RM of La Broquerie 
Development Plan By-Law No. 20-2011.  The spread 
fields are zoned Rural Area 2, and comply with the RM 
of La Broquerie Zoning By-Law No. 10-2013. 

MR 

15. Proposed

trucking routes and

access points that

may impact

Provincial Roads or

Provincial Trunk

Highways

X 

The proposed truck route utilizes an existing 
Government Road Allowance that connects onto PR 
311. We don’t anticipate a substantial increase in use
for the existing access.

Please be advised that any structures placed within the 
controlled area of PR 210 and 311 (125 feet from the 
edge of the right-of-way) requires a permit from our 
office. The contact is Sheena del Rosario at (204) 945-
3457.  

Any structures placed within the controlled area of PTH 
12 and PTH 52 (125 feet from the edge of the right-of-
way) requires a permit from the Highway Traffic Board. 
Please phone (204) 945-8921 for information regarding 
such permits.  

The placements of temporary drag lines or any other 
temporary machinery/equipment for manure application 

MI 
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Provincial Technical Overview of TRC 12-049 – Pennwood Dairy Inc. 

Items Provided by 
Project Proponent 

Confirmed Related Existing Provincial Safeguards Dept 

within the right-of-way of PR 210, PR 311, PTH 12 and 
PTH 52 requires permission from our regional office in 
Steinbach. Please contact the Acting Regional Planning 
Technologist (Robert Fender) at (204) 371-6858. In 
addition, please notify the Acting Regional Planning 
Technologist for the placement of temporary draglines 
or other temporary equipment for manure application 
within the controlled area of PR 210, PR 311, PTH 12 
and PTH 52 (125 feet from the edge of the right-of-way). 

16. Proposed

trucking routes –

local roads
X 

Under The Planning Act, municipalities as a condition of 
approval may require Pennwood Dairy Inc. to enter into 
a Development Agreement regarding the condition and 
upkeep of local roads used as truck haul routes. 

MR 

17. Declared

Provincial

Waterways

X 

“Several Provincial Waterways are in the vicinity of 
the spread fields, including the Manning Canal, the 
Johnson Drain, and the Seine River Diversion.

  Provincial Waterways are subject to Section 14 of 
the Water Resources Administration Act, which states: 

“No person shall place any material on, remove 
any material from, or construct, carry out, 
reconstruct, establish, or place, any works or structures 
on, over, or across, a provincial waterway, except 
as may be authorized in writing by the minister and 
subject to such terms and conditions as the minister may 
prescribe.” 

Water Management and Structures requires a Provincial 
Waterway Authorization be obtained for 
any development crossing or along a Provincial 
Waterway, including the use of temporary manure 
hoses.” 

MI 

Provincial Departments 

- Ag – Agriculture
- MR –Municipal Relations
- MI – Infrastructure
- SD – Sustainable Development
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D. PUBLIC COMMENTS & DISPOSITIONS

Public Comment Summary 

1. 

Cliff Unger 

Concerns 

In regards to Pennwood Dairy Inc. - expanding their operation 
800 to 1705 animals that's more than doubling their herd. My 
concern is waste disposal, Pennwood Dairy Inc has not been 
the tidiest farmer in this area when it comes to waste 
management they do what they want and maybe have to but 
we are one mile east of Steinbach and Pennwood Dairies is 1 
3/4 miles north, they often spread waste east south and west 
of me which gets within 1/2 mile from Steinbach. 

 2 years ago they left all around very messy and the RM had to 
clean out the ditch just north of us so spring water would be 
able to flow properly, they don't and sometimes can't work it 
into the ground for a week or two depending on weather 
conditions which is not their fault but to have such an 
expansion so close is concerning. 

 I would like to see them not spread or pump waste anywhere 
south of road 37N or west of 36E. I live 36E between 36N and 
37N section 6-7-7 sw. Thanks for letting me share this, I am a 
farmer at heart born and raised on a dairy farm I do understand 
and respect and appreciate farming. Thanks 

2. 

Boyd Penner Farms 

Martha Boyd & Ty-Bo Penner 

Opposed 

We are in opposition to the expansion due to the amount of 
manure already being moved by this farm. The draglines go for 
miles spilling in the ditches, (which takes forever to clean up. 
*2017 manure ran into ditches off the fields because of too 
much liquid manure. Never cleaned up)

The mounds of dry manure hauled by trucks not only bring in 
flies, they make the roads near impossible to drive on 
(definitely not safely) the truck drivers themselves are 
dangerous, they rarely (if ever) stop at intersections and are 
speeding cutting people off. 

The amount of feed needed for the cows the farm has currently 
brings too much mud and damage to the roads.  

There has been enough expansion in the area. The roads 
cannot handle more. 

There is already too much manure for one location. This 
increase will only make matters worse. 

Thank you for your consideration. 
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3. 

Mrs. Sina Bateman 

Clearsprings Road E. 

Opposed 

I am writing to express opposition to the Pennwood Dairy Inc. 
proposal to expand its dairy operation from 800 to 1705 (1600 
to 3410 Animal Units) located at Pt. SE 1/4 18-7-7 EPM. 

The setbacks imposed by this expansion and the impact on 
residential development in the setback area is a grave 
infringement on gainful and scientific appropriate land usage 
and designation, not only for the region, but also to the South 
East region of Manitoba’s population growth potential and 
enterprise opportunities. All opportunities by any other interests 
for development used to increase tax income generated by 
residents in the vicinity, would be destroyed by the above 
mentioned operation’s expansion plan, which serves only for 
their own personal monetary gain, thereby not contributing to 
the quality of life to the already existing residents. This is 
wealth destruction by one operator at the expense of the 
region’s population and future gainful growth potential. 

 This expansion will also devalue residential and nonresidential 
properties that are not agricultural land and will never be 
considered for agricultural use due to the trees, stone and soil 
type. This setback will essentially render this residential area 
as useless, and devalue existing properties. 

Other concerns I have are; increase in commercial traffic, road 
safety, road quality, ground water concerns, water depletion 
and or stress, manure storage/dispersion, proper designation 
and usage of land type, soil type, etc., stewardship of (ie. Care 
for) environments, and concern for intensive livestock on small 
parcels of land which are not able to sustain and provide for 
this large quantity of animal units and or waste production. 

I am certain that with ingenuity and technological advances in 
agriculture, the practice of setbacks is an outdated form of best 
procedures. I am confident that the Government of Manitoba is 
interested in diversification, best land usage practices, 
environmental sustainability and economic growth and 
progress for all its citizens and industry. I believe all sectors are 
able to coexist in a progressive manner that benefits all, 
instead of at the expense or detriment of one or the other. 

4. 

Suzanne and James 
Goulden 

Road 38N 

Concerns 

I’d like to ask some questions concerning the expansion of 
Pennwood Dairy Inc.  

We had a  neighbour come around and explain some 
concerns to us, but after calls to the RM of Ste Anne I have 
been unable to confirm or deny her claims. If her claims hold 
true, then they are cause for concern as property owners within 
less than a two-mile radius of Pennwood Dairy.  

1) Can the waste from cattle seep far enough in to the
ground to affect our drinking water? Can our water be
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contaminated over time (even if it’s several years)? 
2) Currently our properties are zoned “mixed.” We have

been told that if Pennwood expands our property
zoning would be changed to “agriculture.” If this
happens then apparently:

a. Our property values drop significantly.
b. We are restricted from making any changes to

our property in the way of additions, or adding
out buildings, etc. Is there any truth to these
claims?

3) If they are more than doubling the number of cattle, with
the smell be an issue. Currently, we are not affected at
all by smell from Pennwood Dairy. I’d like to know that
will not change.

Obviously, if any of the above is true, this is very concerning for 
us and our neighbours.  

Another question: Is there anything about the expansion of 
Pennwood Dairy that we should be concerned about? That the 
government or the dairy itself should be disclosing to the 
effected neighbourhood?  

I would also like to state that if there are no concerns that 
would adversarially affect us or our property, or that of our 
neighbours, then I have no issues with the expansion of the 
dairy farm.  

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

5. 

Herm Martins 

Opposed 

I am opposed to TRC - 12-049 - Pennwood Dairy Inc. expansion for a 
number of reasons. 

1. Inconsistent information

Number of animals milked on the farm. In June, 2017, Mr. Gilmer 
Penner told me that they had milk quota for 1,200 cows, but because 
of efficiency they were milking only 1,000 cows or 2000 Al not 1,705. 
These numbers are Inconsistent with this application. It is essential to 
have the true and accurate numbers. 

2. Increase of this size also means an increase in traffic by
113.125% or 2.13 times more traffic.

Their driving practices are not according to the rules of the road. 

a) Failing to stop at STOP signs.

My family just witnessed an incident where a Pennwood truck failed 
to Stop, forcing a car that had the right of way, into the ditch. The 
Pennwood driver just left the scene, leaving the vehicle owner to fend 
for himself. 

b) Use of off road tires on their trucks. These tires tear up the
roads considerably.

c) Do not cover their loads.
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When we meet up with one of their trucks we get a shower of silage. 

d) Do not share the road well.

They drive as if others are intruding on their road. 

3. Manure Handling

I have a great concern with their manure deposit system 

a) They have spread manure onto standing water on the field.

b) Do not incorporate within 48 hours but more like 48 days.

c) Manure is spread over a number of months. July to October

d) No buffer zone for spreading manure along and into ditches
and waterways.

e) Manure spilled on the roads is very annoying. When we enter
our home garage with our vehicle, we get the smell. I do not enjoy
this nor should I have to endure this. Keep the __ on your land and
field but Not on the road.

4..   Distance of Control 

a) Would there be a restriction put onto the neighbors?

b) Would Pennwood Dairy Inc. then control if a neighbour's
empty lot owner wanted to build as house?

c) Would this not make the lot worthless?

d) Would Quarry Oaks Golf Course still be allowed to put up
many new homes?

e) Would my home depreciate greatly?

f) What is Pennwood Dairy lnc.'s restriction for the distance of
residential homes?

These are true and valid concerns that need to be addressed! Only 
after I see Pennwood Dairy Inc., adhere to the rules of the Province 
and try to be a good neighbor, would I endorse this project. As of 
now, I am totally opposed to it. 

6. 
Dennis and Sandra Watson 
SE 16-7-7E 

Opposed

 We oppose the expansion for the following reasons: 

Cessation of nearby residential development. It's our 
understanding that future residential development of nearby 
properties (~3 km radius setback?) will be frozen should this 
application be approved. The affected areas are poorly-suited 
for agricultural use because of many rocks and trees – the very 
things that make them well-suited for residential development. 
The R.M. of Ste. Anne will lose these opportunities for tax 
revenue, so tax increases to existing properties may be 
unavoidable when additional revenue is needed by the R.M. 

Impact on residential property values. There are many homes 
in the affected area that will have their values negatively-
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affected by a much larger livestock operation nearby. We 
believe that these homes will have less appeal to the majority 
of potential buyers who would otherwise enjoy living near the 
city of Steinbach and near a top golf club (Quarry Oaks). This 
is already an attractive residential area. There won't be enough 
dairy employees looking for nearby homes to compensate the 
loss of other potential buyers.   

Increase in large truck travel. The roads near Pennwood Dairy 
are already affected by the large trucks and tractors needed to 
support the operation. The adjacent gravel roads are 
consistently chewed up, and we frequently see field mud 
thrown from the tires onto paved highway 311.  More large 
vehicle traffic will require more road maintenance by the R.M. 
to remedy, and this will come at some cost – presumably borne 
by Ste. Anne taxpayers. 

Groundwater contamination risks. We understand that 
Manitoba Sustainable Development has regulations in place to 
ensure that livestock operations cannot negatively impact 
water sources be it groundwater or surface water without there 
being consequences. We're much more concerned with 
prevention and monitoring than we are with post-contamination 
penalties. What assistance/remediation is available for nearby 
residents, though, should our well water become undrinkable? 

7. 
Tim and Matilda Field 

Opposed 

In reference to the proposed expansion of a dairy operation 
TRC-12-049 - Pennwood Dairy Inc. 

    I feel that we already have enough farm traffic in our area 
(Pennwood Dairy being one of them), who drive over the 
speed limit, don’t slow down for children or pedestrians, and 
who do not observe Stop signs. We have nearly been hit by 
Pennwood’s grain trucks on more than one occasion when 
they drove through a stop sign. As one of my neighbors put it, 
“What’s that farmer’s problem? Why doesn’t he stop at stop 
signs? I’ve almost been t- boned by him three times this year.” 
Also my children have narrowly escaped being hit while biking 
on our roads. When we see a Pennwood truck coming we 
head for the ditches where we are showered with dust, gravel, 
road debris, and the chaff from whatever they are hauling. 
Common courtesy would be to slow down a bit and move over 
for pedestrians. In short, as drivers, they are always in a hurry, 
dangerous, and disrespectful.  

    With Pennwood’s proposed expansion from 800 to 1705 
animals, I’m assuming that traffic will increase, causing more 
stress to our roads and ditches which are mulched up and 
destroyed annually by farm traffic. When they drive from their 
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fields onto paved roads they leave such large chunks of dirt 
and in such large quantities that driving is hazardous. 
Washboard and potholes on our gravel roads from heavy traffic 
makes driving difficult and dangerous as well. On wet years, 
the ruts are so deep that vehicles bottom out or get stuck 
entirely. On dry years, dust from the fields and roads leaves a 
thick coat of dirt on everything in the yard. As well, the farm 
smells are unbearable at certain times of the year making it 
impossible to hang laundry out to dry, open out windows for a 
breath of fresh air or sit on the deck and enjoy an otherwise 
nice evening. What we do not need is more farm traffic.  

    I also believe it is too populated an area for that size of 
operation. With the City of Steinbach expanding, housing 
developments less than two miles away, and three golf 
courses in the vicinity, the extra noise, smell and traffic would 
affect us all.  

    I’m also concerned about the environmental impact that a 
mega farm like this would have; things like drainage, air 
quality, impact on water supply, impact on water quality, impact 
on current wildlife, the amount of sewage that will be produced 
and need to be stored over winter and spread in spring, 
sewage/chemical leeching, pollution, etc ... 

I’m not a fan of “factory farming” nor am I a fan of farms who 
feel the need to monopolize the market. It’s easy to say “let’s 
double in size”, but the effects of such a decision will be felt 
(and smelt) in our community for generations to come. I believe 
the proposal to expand this farm over double its current size 
only really benefits Pennwood Dairy and not the community as 
a whole, and as such, am opposed to this expansion.  

8. 
Stephanie Klassen and 
Jordan Kroeker 

Concerns 

We live just one-mile south of Pennwod Dairy.  I have two main 
concerns regarding the proposed expansion.  

1. Environmental impact: I would like an environmental impact
report to be done by a reputable agency regarding the impact
on ground water as the water table is high on my property. Any
ill effects on water quality are unacceptable.

2. Roads: does this proposed expansion have an impact on
increased heavy machinery traffic down normally quiet country
roads? What will be done to address the additional road
maintenance required? Will this expansion, which will cost local
residents, include increased contributions to the RM?

Thank you for asking about our concerns. 

9. 
Lynden & Laurie Broesky 
36161 Rd 36N 

Opposed 

It has been brought to our attention that the proposed 
expansion of Pennwood Dairy Inc., TRC 12-049, may 
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adversely affect our property. From our understanding they are 
asking for a two- mile buffer around the proposed expansion, 
that will prevent any subdivisions or building in the future. We 
own 26 acres within this proposed 2- mile buffer. Our property 
is not viable farm land; rocks and bush. Our daughter and her 
husband, and our parents have expressed an interest in 
building a house sometime in the future. We would consider 
subdividing our property in the future to allow them this 
opportunity. A two- mile buffer proposed by Pennwood Dairy 
Inc. would prevent our ability to subdivide our property. We are 
strongly opposed to this proposed buffer. We are not opposed 
to their expansion, but their expansion should not prevent us or 
others from future improvements to their properties.  

10. 
Tilstone Prairie Inc. 

Objects 

Please refer to the 10- page comment in Appendix D 

A fu l l  copy of  the publ ic comments  as well  as the proponent ’s  response may be 
viewed on the publ ic regis t ry at  the fo l lowing l ink   

http://www.gov.mb.ca/mr/livestock/index.html 

See Appendix E for the proponent’s response to the public comments. 

http://www.gov.mb.ca/mr/livestock/index.html
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E. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall Conclusion

The information contained in the Site Assessment submitted by the proponent generally 
meets Provincial requirements. In addition, based on available information it has been 
determined that the proposed operation will not create a risk to health, safety or the 
environment, or that any risk can be minimized through the use of appropriate practices, 
measures and safeguards. 

Recommended Actions to Council 

 As per Section 114(1) of The Planning Act, Council must set a date for a

Conditional Use hearing.

 As per Section 114(2) of The Planning Act, at least 14 days before the date of the
hearing, Council must:

a) send notice of the hearing to
(1) the applicant,

(2) the Minister, (c/o the Steinbach Community & Regional Planning

Office)

(3) all adjacent planning districts and municipalities, and

(4) every owner of property located within three kilometres of the site of

the proposed livestock operation, even if the property is located

outside the boundaries of the planning district or municipality;

b) publish the notice of hearing in one issue of a newspaper with a general
circulation in the planning district or municipality; and

c) post a copy of the notice of hearing on the affected property in

accordance with Section 170 of The Planning Act.

 Council should specify the type(s) of operation, legal land location, number of
animals in each livestock category and total animal units in its Conditional Use
Order.

 As per Section 117 of The Planning Act, Council must send a copy of its

(Conditional Use Order) to

a) the applicant;

b) the minister (c/o the Steinbach Community & Regional Planning Office);

and

c) every person who made representation at the hearing.

 The project site will require variances to vary:

1) the minimum separation distance between the earthen manure storage facility

and the nearest residence (SW ¼ 17-7-7E) from 2,625 ft. to 804 ft.;
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2) the minimum separation distance between the earthen manure storage to the

nearest non-agricultural designated area (Rural Residential Designated area: SW

¼ 5-7-7E) from 10,499 ft. to 9,100 ft.; and

3) re the minimum separation distance between the animal confinement facility

(barn) to the nearest residence (SW ¼ 17-7-7E) from 1,312 ft. to 444 ft.

 As per Section 169(4)(b) of The Planning Act, a copy of the notice of hearing to

vary the separation distance involving a livestock operation must be sent to every

owner of property located within the separation distance that is proposed to be

varied.

 As per Section 174(1) of The Planning Act, Council can hold all required hearings

together in a single combined hearing. It is recommended that during the course

of this public hearing, Council first deal with the matter of the conditional use

order followed by the variation orders.

 As per Section 174(2) of The Planning Act the notice of hearing for each matter

to be considered at a combined hearing may be combined into a single notice of

hearing.

 Council should specify the type of operation, legal land location, number of
animals in each livestock category and total animal units in its Conditional Use
Order.

Council is welcome to contact Manitoba Sustainable Development Environmental 

Approvals Branch or Regional Environmental Compliance and Enforcement staff with 

respect to the Livestock Manure and Mortalities Management Regulation (M.R. 42/98) 

including compliance and enforcement issues. 

Recommended Actions to Proponent 

 That a Variance be applied for prior to the Conditional Use Hearing to vary the
separation distance between the earthen manure storage structure and animal
confinement facility (barn) and other land use features as noted above.  This will
enable Council the option of holding a combined Conditional Use and Variation
Hearing.

 That the proponent request the municipality hold a combined hearing, if
desirable.

 That any additional measures identified through subsequent Provincial and
Federal licensing or permitting in order to minimize any identified risks to health,
safety and the environment be undertaken.
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F. TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Name Department Title Telephone 

Don Malinowski 
Chair 

Municipal Relations 
Senior Planner 

 Community & Regional Planning Branch 
945-8353

Petra Loro Agriculture 
Livestock Environment Specialist 

Agri-Resource Branch 
945-3869

Shannon Beattie 
Sustainable 

Development 
Policy Analyst, 

Central Co-ordination Unit 
945-3814

Jeff DiNella Infrastructure 
Senior Development Review Technologist 

Highway Planning and Design Branch 
945-2664

Appendices 

Appendix A 

Land Use Planning Matters for Pennwood Dairy Inc 
Manitoba Municipal Relations 

Steinbach Regional Office 
October 2018 

The Planning Act requires municipalities to issue development permits for any development on a site. 
All development must comply with the Zoning By-law and Development Plan.  Any proposed 
development that does not meet the separation distances or setbacks requires Council approval and a 
public process to vary those requirements. 

The proposed livestock operation expansion is on land designated as Rural Agriculture Area pursuant 
to the RM of Ste. Anne Development Plan By-Law No. 13-2007.  The proposal complies with 
Development Plan policies 5.5.1.a.i. allowing for the expansion of existing livestock operations within 
the Rural Agriculture Area.  However, it seems to conflict with Policy 5.5.1.a.ii., which requires the 
expanding operation to meet mutual separation distances from nearby dwellings and designated 
residential areas, where minor variations of setback requirements may be considered by Council on 
unique circumstances.   

There are already several dwellings within the minimum separation distance of the operation at its 
current capacity.  The expansion of the operation would further increase the required setback distances 
to dwellings and designated areas.  The expansion to 3410 AU requires a minimum separation 
distance of: 

To single residence 

To EMS To animal housing facility 

2625 ft. 1312 ft. 
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To designated areas 

To EMS To animal housing facility 

10499 ft. 6988 ft. 

It is noted that the location of the proposed new barn also further reduces the distance between nearby 
dwellings and the operation.  With several dwellings in close proximity, the variances required would 
not be of a minor nature, and therefore may be in conflict with Policy 5.5.1.a. ii. 

Should Council deem the expansion to be in conformance with the Development Plan, variance 
orders are required to vary the minimum separation distance between all dwellings within 1312 ft. to 
the proposed new barn, as well as all dwellings within 2625 ft. to the earthen manure storage facility 
(either existing or proposed under option II).   

Furthermore, while the Giroux Settlement Centre is located 10774 ft. away from the EMS, which meets 
the setback distances, there is a Rural Residential Area designation on the SW¼ 5-7-7 EPM which is 
located approximately 9757 ft. from the EMS.  As such, a variance order would also be required to 
vary the minimum separation distance between the designated area and the EMS. 

The proposed livestock operation expansion is on land zoned A, Agriculture.  Livestock operations 
greater than or equal to 200 AU in size is a conditional use and requires a minimum site area of 80 
acres.  The property has a site area of 80 acres, and therefore meets the requirement.  Minimum site 
width requirements as well as yard requirements are to be determined by Council.  A conditional use 
permit is required for the expansion of the livestock operation.  

Appendix B 

Land Base Requirements for Pennwood Dairy Inc 
Manitoba Agriculture 

Petra Loro and Clay Sawka 
November 2018 

In areas of lower livestock intensity such as the RM of Ste. Anne, it is currently the Province of 
Manitoba’s policy to require sufficient suitable land for all of the nitrogen and half of the 
phosphorus generated by the livestock.  In areas of high livestock intensity, specifically the RMs 
of Hanover and La Broquerie, the proponent must balance phosphorus excretion by the livestock 
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with crop phosphorus removal over the long-term.  The land requirement calculation takes into 
consideration typical nutrient excretion rates for dairy as well as realistic, long-term crop yields 
from the Manitoba Agricultural Services Corporation (MASC) for the RMs of Ste Anne and 
Hanover.   

Pennwood Dairy Inc. has lands both inside and outside of Hanover and La Broquerie.  Manitoba 
Agriculture calculated the land required for the manure nutrients based on crop nitrogen utilization 
and 2 times crop phosphorus removal for lands in Ste. Anne, and crop nitrogen utilization and 
phosphorus balance (1X) for the lands in Hanover and La Broquerie.  Additional suitable land is 
required for the manure in the RMs of Hanover and La Broquerie to provide greater assurance in 
areas with a high density of livestock that soil test phosphorus can be maintained below 60 ppm 
Olsen P over the long-term.  Since the land in Hanover and La Broquerie is based on phosphorus 
“balance”, with appropriate manure management planning, it should be possible to maintain soil 
test phosphorus levels below 60 ppm Olsen P over the long-term.  The land requirement in the 
RM of Ste Anne assumes more land can be brought into the Pennwood Dairy Inc. manure 
management plan, should it be necessary in the future to balance manure phosphorus with crop 
phosphorus removal.   

Land suitability is determined using soil testing for phosphorus and soil survey to establish the 
agriculture capability.  Soil tests must be below 60 ppm Olsen P to be considered suitable.  
Recent soil test information for SE 24-7-6E indicates that soil test levels currently exceed 60 ppm 
Olsen P.  As such, this 110-acre field was removed from the suitable land base and replaced with 
a 60-acre field on the N½ of SE-23-7-6E.  According to semi-detailed soil survey, the agriculture 
capability of the land included in the proposal is Class 2 to 5.  Class 2 to 5 soils are considered 
suitable for manure application.   The associated limitations include wetness (W), droughtiness 
(M), stoniness (P) and density (D).   

According to the above land calculation, Pennwood Dairy Inc. is required to demonstrate that they 
have access to 2591 acres of suitable land for manure application.  Pennwood Dairy has satisfied 
the Provincial land requirement by providing 2625 suitable acres.   

Additional Notes: 

Manitoba Agriculture has noted the following: 

 An annual manure management plan must be registered with Environmental Approvals
Branch of Sustainable Development prior to manure application.

 Field storage locations for solid manure must be moved the year following the year of
establishment and a crop must be grown following removal of the manure in order to
reduce soil nutrient accumulation.

 A Manure Storage Facility permit from the Environmental Approvals Branch of
Sustainable Development is required prior to the modification or expansion of the manure
storage facility.

 A Confined Livestock Area permit from Environmental Approvals Branch of Sustainable
Development may be required if the confined livestock area is modified or expanded.

Appendix C 
Manitoba Sustainable Development 

Water Science and Watershed Management Branch have reviewed the site assessment 

for Pennwood Dairy Inc. in the RM of Ste. Anne and have the following comments: 
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• Proper nutrient management that avoids excess loss of nutrients to surface waters are 
needed on lands receiving manure in southern Manitoba because long-term trend analysis 
of total phosphorus and total nitrogen has shown significant increases in these nutrients in 
the Assiniboine and Red rivers (Jones and Armstrong 2002).

• The proponent plans to inject the liquid manure and broadcast the solid manure with 
incorporation within 48 hours.   Injection of manure at appropriate rates poses lower 
environmental risk than other manure application methods.  To reduce the risk of runoff 
losses from broadcast applications, application should not occur to saturated, frozen or 
snow covered soils or when heavy rainfall is expected within 24 hours.  Broadcast 
applications of manure are most susceptible to runoff losses of nutrients when runoff 
events occur within the first week or two after application. Applications to frozen soil or to 
soil shortly before the soil freezes are therefore much more likely to result in nutrient 
losses during spring snowmelt – ideally fall broadcast applications should occur well 
ahead of the soil freezing.

• Manure tends to have an excess of phosphorus (P) compared to nitrogen (N) and as a 
result, for most crops, application at N-based rates causes a buildup of soil P.  Practices 
which minimize N losses from the manure improve the N:P ratio in the manure and help 
reduce P buildup when manure is applied at N-based rates.

• The proponent has acknowledged the setback areas for all water features have been 
observed and excluded from land base calculations. All setbacks should be clearly 
communicated to and observed by those involved in manure application to minimize the 
risk of nutrients entering surface waters.

• Manitoba has included phosphorus as a nutrient by which fertilizer application through 
manure, synthetic fertilizer, and municipal waste sludge to agricultural lands may be 
limited.  To remain environmentally sustainable over a long-term planning horizon of 25 
years or more, the proponent must be able to balance phosphorus inputs from applied 
manure and other nutrient sources such as commercial fertilizers with crop removal rates 
to avoid further build-up in soils. Consequently, sufficient land base must be available 
such that manure can be applied at no more than 1 times crop P removal rates (P 
balance).  For long-term planning purposes, the proponent needs to have sufficient land 
available to ensure that manure can be applied at 1 times crop P removal.  The proponent 
acknowledges that 4,193 acres may be required for the long-term environmental 
sustainability of the operation. The proponent has identified 2,625 acres to apply manure. 
Application to meet crop N requirements is estimated to require 2,233 acres (4,193 acres 
is estimated to achieve P balance with current crop choices and yield potential). It is 
important to rotate manure application across all spread fields so as to prevent excessive 
P buildup when applying manure at rates above P balance (P removal by harvested 
crops).

• As phosphorus levels build up in soils, the concentration of phosphorus in runoff to 
surface waters increases. Many of the proposed spread fields show soil test phosphorus 
levels high enough that crops would likely not respond to additions of phosphorus beyond 
starter phosphorus.  Crop rotations and manure/fertilizer application rates which draw on 
these phosphorus reserves and draw down soil test phosphorus will reduce the risk of 
phosphorus losses in runoff. 
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• The proponent is considering adding a second cell to their manure storage.  With 
appropriate management, a two-cell lagoon system will allow for more economical 
transport of phosphorus and more efficient utilization of manure nutrients which can 
reduce the risk of nitrogen and phosphorus loss to surface and groundwater. 

• All unused water wells on the site and spread fields shall be properly sealed. A sealed 
well report must be filed with the Groundwater Management Section of Sustainable 
Development for each well sealed. Information on well sealing and the sealed well reports 
are available from Sustainable Development (204-945-6959) or
http://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/waterstewardship/water_quality/wells_groundwater/index.html. 
All but the most basic wells should be sealed by a well drilling professional. A list of 
currently licensed well drilling professionals can also be accessed from the above web 
page. All groundwater features, including water wells, should be given as a minimum, the 
amount of buffer during manure application as outlined in the regulations. 

Environmental Approvals Branch have reviewed the site assessment for 
Pennwood Dairy Inc. in the RM of Ste. Anne and have the following comments: 

• Any applicable permit or annual submissions under the Livestock Manure and 
Mortalities Management Regulation would be processed by Environmental 
Approvals Branch of Sustainable Development. Pennwood Dairy Inc. has identified 
spreadfields within “certain areas”, as defined by the Livestock Manure and 
Mortalities Management Regulation. Prior to obtaining a permit to construct or 
expand a manure storage facility, Pennwood Dairy Inc. must be able to 
demonstrate access to sufficient land in order to apply manure.  Lands assessed 
for this report will suffice as sufficient for such permitting requirements if 
unchanged at time of application,however if the Pennwood Dairy is unable to 
secure sufficient land, they must submit a plan to the Director of Environmental 
Approvals demonstrating how they will keep phosphorus levels below 60 ppm.

• Pennwood Dairy Inc. must submit annual Manure Management Plans (MMP), as 
prescribed under the Livestock Manure and Mortalities Management Regulation. 
The MMP process is administered through the Environmental Approvals Branch of 
Sustainable Development.  Details on the requirements for manure management 
plans, including future soil sampling and analysis requirements, are available at 
www.gov.mb.ca/sd/envprograms/livestock.

• Information on livestock mortality disposal is provided in section 9 of the site 
assessment, which requires Pennwood Dairy Inc. to select from four provincially 
approved methods of disposal. More specific information is included in the 
Livestock Manure and Mortalities Management Regulation and at
http://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/envprograms/livestock.

• In section 10.6 of the site assessment, the proponent proposes to meet minimum 
setback distances, as required under the Livestock Manure and Mortalities 
Management Regulation. 

Section 8.7 required Pennwood Dairy Inc. to indicate all setbacks have been 
observed and excluded from land base calculations. 

http://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/waterstewardship/water_quality/wells_groundwater/index.html
http://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/envprograms/livestock
http://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/envprograms/livestock
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Appendix D 

10-page Public Response from Tilstone Prairie Inc.
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Appendix E 

 

Pennwood Dairy’s Response to Public Comments 
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